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2022 Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine 
Practitioner Guidelines 

• We are Practitioners of a cutting-edge school of thought based on a detailed and inclusive 

map of the Sacred Anatomy that incorporates a fully developed system of healing called 

Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine.  

• This work was founded and developed by Desda Zuckerman who is the Sacred Anatomy 

Lineage Holder for this age.  

• We realize it is essential to hold shared standards and practices in order to protect the 

reliability, consistency, and integrity of Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine.  

• The SA Field is a shared responsibility we all hold together. It is the larger container for 

your private practice as well as for this evolutionary leap in the world.   

• These Practitioner Guidelines that support the SA Field are currently shared by all Certified 

Medicine Bag Carriers, Certified SAEM Practitioners, Sacred Anatomy Academy 

Instructors, and Adjunct Faculty.  

• The Founder may change these Guidelines as the need arises and any change will be 

shared with the Practitioner Body. 

 

CERTIFICATION, TEACHER CLASSIFICATION AND EMPOWERMENTS 

1. SAEM Certification is awarded to a Practitioner Candidate based on demonstrated 

competency:  

a) through class performance  

b) by fulfilling required assignments,  

c) attendance  

d) completed and thorough homework  

Certification also may include oral and written exams at the discretion of the instructor.  

2. Upon Certification, the Medicine Bag Carrier Candidate is awarded the title of Sacred 

Anatomy Energy Medicine Bag Carrier. Upon Certification, the Practitioner Candidate is 

awarded the title of Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Practitioner. Both have the right to 

promote and advertise their practice using these designations and to charge a fee for 

their work. 

3. Additional trainings for Practitioner, such as the Subtle Self Series Instructor Training, 

allows any Practitioner to teach specific series and classes. 

4. Existing Illuminated Body Teachers, current with their certification, teach the In-Depth 

Illuminated Body Class and pay an annual licensing fee. These are the only people 

authorized to teach the entire Edge Practice at this time.  
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5. Sacred Anatomy Academy Adjunct Faculty status is awarded to Medicine Bag Carriers or 

Practitioners who, using the Development Guidelines, create a new class using any 

SAEM procedures, alignments, clearings, anatomy, skills or techniques.  

6. SAEM Teacher Empowerment is conferred on an individual basis by Desda Zuckerman to 

anyone she deems ready to teach the copyrighted anatomy, procedures, principles and 

concepts of Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine in a public forum representing SAEM.  

7. SAEM Practitioners teach clients about relevant anatomy during the course of practicing 

and are authorized to share Client Education exercises such as Embody Presence and 

Expanding the Template to support their clients.  

 

KEEPING YOUR CERTIFICATION CURRENT 

8. Practitioners are encouraged to stay in alignment with the lineage and with the evolution 

of SAEM through ongoing education and additional SAEM trainings. 

 

ESTABLISHED INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

9. All students and Practitioners will credit and acknowledge Desda Zuckerman as the 

founder of Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine and as the Lineage Holder responsible for 

this extensive body of work. This includes: the Sacred Anatomy, procedures, clearings, 

alignments, protocols, skills, principles, ethics, techniques and practices. 

10. Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine is based on the copyrighted Sacred Anatomy mapped 

by Desda Zuckerman with contributions from some credited and acknowledged 

Practitioners. All subtle anatomy, clearings, alignments, procedures, energies, skills, 

techniques, tools, protocols, and principles are only to be called by the copyrighted name 

given to them and not to be renamed for any purpose or use. This enhances the shared 

Sacred Anatomy Field. Any alterations impact the health of this sacred container that we 

all share. SAEM Training and Certification is a sacred trust.  

11. It is understood that nothing original is created when existing Sacred Anatomy Energy 

Medicine copyrighted procedures are changed.  If a procedure is “innovated” “expanded” 

or “changed” without the permission of Desda Zuckerman it is not a “new piece” nor does 

it “belong” to anybody else. Adding or subtracting something from an existing piece does 

not change the copyright or make it “new”. 

12. Proposed changes to existing pieces or anatomy must be reviewed and accepted by the 

Lineage Holder in order to be included in the full lexicon of SAEM.   

 

EVOLVING NEW WORK OR ADDING TO SAEM 

13. To evolve new work of any kind using the intellectual property of Desda Zuckerman 

please follow the Development Guidelines. 
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CHANGES TO GUIDELINES 

14. Because SAEM is still evolving there may be the need to change these Practitioner 

Guidelines to support growth. Practitioners and Medicine Bag Carriers will be notified of 

any changes and asked to confirm receipt. 

 

ACCEPTANCE 

 In accepting the terms of the Practitioner Agreement, I am also accepting the terms of the 

Practitioner Guidelines described herein. 
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